Punjab Agri Export Corporation Limited
Chandigarh

Terms and Conditions
The interested parties will be required to submit their Technical & Commercial offers
separately.

The

tenderer

shall

have

to

get

themselves

registered

with

http://etender.punjabgovt.gov.in and get user ID and password. Class-3 Digital
Signature Certificate (DSC) is mandatory to participate in the E-tendering process.
1. SCOPE OF WORK:
The existing Kinnow grading & waxing machines are not able to detect the internal
defects & injuries of kinnow fruit. To overcome this problem, kinnow fruit has to be
passed through vision based sorting machine to detect the internal defects & injuries
before grading & waxing process. After inspection in the machine the defective fruit
must get separated out through a separate line for collection, whereas the healthy
fruit will move for the next phase of waxing & grading machine. The participating
bidders have to quote their rates on per piece basis of kinnow fruit (and as an option
on per kg basis also for kinnow fruits which will pass through the vision based defect
sorting machine.)
2. The machine is to be installed by the successful bidder purely on job-work basis.
PAGREXCO intends to handle approx. 1500-2000 MT Kinnow fruit for sorting &
grading with this sorting Machine.
3. The job work rates should be valid for Kinnow Season 2017-18 from Mid December
2017 to End March 2018
4. PAGREXCO will not pay any advance to the successful bidder.
5. PAGREXCO will release payments against running account bills weekly on the basis
of kinnow sorted through vision based defect sorting machine.

6. The EMD shall be refunded after 3 months of completion of Kinnow Season 201718.
7. The statutory deductions shall be made as per prevailing rates & terms.
8. Utilities like water, electricity, space, etc. would be provided by PAGREXCO from the
available resources/existing facilities at Kinnow grading & waxing center, Kangmai,
Hoshiarpur.
9. During the operation, PAGREXCO would provide the supervisory staff only to
facilitate the supplier of the machine for smooth working/operation of vision based
defect sorting machine along with existing kinnow grading & waxing center.
10. The said machine should be supplied, installed & commissioned by the successful
bidder within 15 days from the date of Job-work order. Successful bidder will have to
ensure smooth compatibility of their machine with PAGREXCOs existing Waxing
grading machine & equipment. PAGREXCO will provide adequate support for the
purpose.
11. Successful bidder will ensure successful installation of their machine compatible with
PAGREXCOs existing waxing grading line providing all that is required for smooth
functioning of their machine at their risk & cost.
12. The accessories like cabling, switch gears, pipes etc. and others not specified in the
terms & conditions, labour for erection & commissioning shall be provided by the
tenderer.
13. The underground or overhead arrangement for lying out of electrical cables/wires
has to be made by the tenderer.
14. The contractor shall comply with all labour laws and PAGREXCO shall not be
responsible for violating any labour laws.
15. A separate contract will be signed with the successful bidder within 7 days of award
of contract.

16. In case of delay due to force majeure, the affected period may be extended by the
authority of deemed fit. It is at sole discretion of PAGREXCO.
17. In case of any disputes/differences of opinion related to this

Tender Bid or its

interpretation, the decision of Managing Director, PAGREXCO shall be final and
binding on the parties
18. All disputes will be subject to Chandigarh jurisdiction.

ACCEPTED

(Signature of authorized person)
(Stamp)

